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	Campus Network Design Fundamentals (Cisco Press Fundamentals), 9781587052224 (1587052229), Cisco Press, 2005
The all-in-one guide to the what, why, and how of modern campus network design

	
    Provides a "readers digest" overview of modern technologies used to build resilient, scalable campus infrastructures

    
	
    Shows readers how to build switched and routed networks that securely support IP Telephony, QoS, and Wireless LANs

    
	
    Illustrates application of the enabling technologies through sample network designs for headquarters, branch offices, and home office/remote users

    


For enterprises to take advantage of cost-saving, productivity-enhancing solutions, such as IP telephony and Wireless LANs, their core infrastructure must include the key enabling technologies required by these solutions and provide a resilient, secure foundation that can scale to business needs. As with any architecture, designing a solid foundation is the first step. Over the past decade, campus network design has evolved many times as new technologies have emerged and business needs have changed. IP telephony, IP video, and e-learning, allow enterprises to increase productivity. Wireless LANs expand the workplace to allow information and application access beyond an employee's desktop. Meanwhile, Internet worms and viruses are on the rise, increasing the need to find ways to protect networks and data, and to ensure the availability of the network resources. Campus Network Design Fundamentals is an all-in-one guide to switched Ethernet design that instructs readers on key LAN infrastructure components. The book provides insight into why each technology is important and how to apply this knowledge to create a campus network that includes as many or as few of today's productivity-enhancing applications as are needed in any given environment. Key topics covered through-out the book include switching, IP routing, Quality of Service (QoS), security, wireless LANs, voice transport, content networking, network management, IPv6, IP multicast, and storage networking.
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Network Security IllustratedMcGraw-Hill, 2003
 Organized around common business problems instead of technology, this easily navigable, illustrated reference will help you: 
 
1. Understand major security concepts and solutions 
2. Identify limitations and risks in security strategies 
3. Select and implement solutions that are right for your needs...

		

Robotics (Intelligent Systems, Control and Automation: Science and Engineering)Springer, 2010
This supplementary introductory tutorial treats the following subjects: the basic characteristics of industrial robot mechanisms; the pose and movement of an object, which are described by homogenous transformation matrices; a geometric model of robot mechanism; a short introduction into kinematics and dynamics of robots; robot sensors and the...


		

20,000 Leagues under the Sea: Complete and UnabridgedSignet, 1969
Founded in 1906 by J.M. Dent, the Everyman Library has   always tried to make the best books ever written available to the   greatest number of people at the lowest possible price. Unique editorial   features that help Everyman Paperback Classics stand out from the crowd   include: a leading scholar or literary critic's introduction to the text,...




	

Secret Recipes of the Python Ninja: Over 70 recipes that uncover powerful programming tactics in PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Test your Python programming skills by solving real-world problems

	
		Key Features

		
			Access built-in documentation tools and improve your code.
	
			Discover how to make the best use of decorator and generator functions
	
			Enhance speed and improve concurrency by...




		

Experience and Knowledge Management in Software EngineeringSpringer, 2009

	Nowadays, there is software everywhere in our life. It controls cars, airplanes, factories, medical implants. Without software, banking, logistics and transportation, media, and even scientific research would not function in the accustomed way. Building and maintaining software is a knowledge-intensive endeavour and requires that specific...


		

Tomes of Delphi: Win32 Core API Windows 2000Wordware Publishing, 2001
The Windows programming environment. No other operating system in history has caused
so much controversy or confusion among the programming industry. Of course, no other
operating system in history has made so many millionaires either. Like it or not, Windows
is here to stay. It’s hard to ignore such a large user base, and...
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